IRPS 2021 – SSD Memory Workshop
Brief summary: Advances in 3D NAND enable endurance gains, capacity increase, lower power
consumption and cost reduction, thus making SSD technology attractive for new applications such
as AI and cloud computing. At the same time, 3D NAND exhibits new reliability challenges that affect
both the resiliency and performance at the system level, e.g., increased number of bit errors,
threshold voltage instabilities, frequent read retries, higher read latency, etc. To cope with these
issues, modern NAND controller architectures become complex. Resilient FW/HW co-design is
critical to ensure the reliability and performance requirements of modern SSDs. Machine learning
can aid by offering a valuable tool for prediction and anomaly detection. Analytics together with
domain knowledge can provide valuable insights of failure modes and error events relevant to
system reliability. On the other hand, blind application of machine learning algorithms can lead to
pitfalls. Representative datasets for training, models that provide interpretability and repeatability of
the results are key enablers in this quest.
This workshop will discuss the reliability challenges of modern SSDs and the requirements for new
applications such as AI, cloud or edge computing. Another intent is to discuss the role of machine
learning and analytics in improving the resiliency of modern SSDs through accurate prognostics and
prediction.
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